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Stretching a double-stranded DNA: Nature of the B-form
to the S-form transition
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The abrupt extension of the contour length and the self-unwinding of the double helix in the
transition from theB-form to S-form of a double-stranded DNA under a stretching force is
investigated in the framework of the model with basepair interactions and bending@Phys. Rev. Lett.
22, 4560~1999!#. In the region where thermal fluctuations can be neglected the classical mechanical
approach is employed and equations governing the detail structure of the DNA are derived with
some analytical results obtained. The transition from theB-form to S-form can be understood in
terms of an effective potential with a barrier separating these two states and resulting in a first-order
transition. The double helix of the DNA is almost fully unwound across the transition. Detail
structural configurations, such as the loci of the two strands, relative extension, linear extension
coefficient, and the threshold stretching force are calculated. The mean torque release as the dsDNA
untwist across the transition is also estimated. These results are in agreement with various
experimental data. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1574795#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The DNA molecule is a double-stranded~ds! biopolymer
with two complementary sugar-phosphate chains~back-
bones! twisted around each other to form a right-handed
lix with one turn per 10.5 basepairs~bp!.1 Each chain is a
linear polynucleotide consisting of four kind of bases: tw
purings~A, G! and two pyrimidines~C, T!.1,2 The two chains
are joined together by hydrogen bonds~basepairs! between
pairs of nucleotides A–T and G–C. The distance betw
adjacent bases is about 0.34 nm. The novel elasticity o
individual double-stranded DNA~dsDNA! has recently at-
tracted considerable interests both experimentally3–15 and
theoretically.16–32Three important deformations occurs for
dsDNA molecule: stretching or bending of the molecule
twisting of one nucleotide chain relative to its counterpa
All these deformations are of biological importance. For
stance, during DNA replication, hydrogen bonds between
complementary DNA bases should be broken and the
nucleotide chains should be separated. This strand-separ
process requires cooperative unwinding of the double-he2

Another example is that in the DNA recombination reactio
RecA proteins polymerize along the DNA template and
DNA molecule is stretched to 1.5 times of its relaxed conto
length.14,15

Single molecule force experiments on dsDNA revea
that the elastic response of a dsDNA has clearly f
regimes6,7,13 as depicted in Fig. 1. At first, it requires only
small force (,10 pN) to remove thermal bending from th
random coil and to extend to its nativeB-form conformation.

a!Electronic mail: pylai@phy.ncu.edu.tw
11180021-9606/2003/118(24)/11189/11/$20.00
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It follows a rather rigid regime up to a force of about 65 p
With further increasing the external force, another narr
region appears and the dsDNA chain becomes highly ex
sible again up to a force of about 75 pN where a new c
formation, the so-calledS-form DNA, emerges. The contou
length ofS-DNA is about 1.7 times of theB-form. Beyond
about 75 pN, a very large force is needed again for the
ther extension. It is believed that the change of theB-form to
the S-form of the dsDNA is of biological importance befor
the double helix opens up in the transcription process
produce the messenger RNA and also during the duplica
process. The increase of 1.7 times in the contour of the D
from the B-form to S-form is quite universal for different
types of DNA and hence we believe that the fundamen
interactions among the basepairs should play an vital rol
this elongation process. Thus an understanding of the fun
mental mechanism of the change from theB-form to the
S-form is of both physical and biological interest. Moreove
the applying of external torques result in some other no
behaviors.5–7,13 The linking number of DNA, i.e., the tota
topological turns one DNA strand winds around the oth
can be fixed at a value larger~positive supercoiled! or
smaller ~negative supercoiled! than itsB-form’s value. Ex-
periment observed that when the external force is sma
than a threshold value of about 0.3 pN, the elastic respo
of positively supercoiled DNA is similar to that of negative
supercoiled DNA. However, if the external force is increas
to out of this threshold, negatively and positively supercoi
DNA molecules show very different behavior.

On the theoretical side, how to understand systematic
and quantitatively all these mechanical properties of DN
based on the same unified framework is still a challenge
9 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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11190 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 118, No. 24, 22 June 2003 P.-Y. Lai and Z.-c. Zhou
our time. Recently Zhou, Zhang, and Ou-Yang~ZZO! ~Refs.
17, 18! proposed a new model based on bending and b
stacking interactions for the dsDNA. Using the Green fun
tion approach in polymer physics, they obtained numer
results for the elastic behavior of a dsDNA under exter
force and torque which agree very well with experimen
data, except that the transition from theB-form to S-form is
somewhat sharper than predicted. Only the ground state
genvalue and eigenfunction were calculated numerically
obtain the average extension and probability distribution
the folding angles.17,18 On the other hand, the detail stru
tural configurations of the dsDNA and especially the nat
of the B-form to S-form transition are of fundamental an
practical importance in the understanding of the elastic
havior of the dsDNA. Our recent work has shown that t
ZZO model reduces to the traditional phenomenologi
single strand wormlike chain model with torsion in the lo
force/torque limit, thus suggesting that the ZZO model p
vides a universal microscopic model for the dsDNA. In vie
of the complicated nature of the double-stranded polym
and the associated interaction energies of the strands
among basepairs in the ZZO model, any analytical solut
for the ZZO model would give valuable insight to the phy
cal nature of the dsDNA. One important observation is t
in the very low external force regime (,10 pN), the DNA is
basically a random coil and the elastic response is entrop
nature in which thermal effects dominate. In this case,
detail microscopic interaction at the basepair level is un
portant, as can be seen that even the simple wormlike c
model can account for the elastic behavior rather well in t
regime.3 However, at somewhat larger external forces,
DNA molecule takes theB-form and thermal fluctuations ar
unimportant as compare to the external work. Motivated
this fact, hence in the force region for the transition fro
B-form to S-form that we are interested in, we take the cla
sical mechanical approach to tackle the ZZO model. T
shape equations governing the configuration of the dsD
under a stretching force are derived in Sec. II. It is sho
that the basic mechanism of the abrupt extension can be
derstood from the effective potential of the folding angle a
the barrier in the potential vanishes at sufficiently lar

FIG. 1. Force experimental data of stretching a DNA in Ref. 6.
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forces resulting a first-order transition. The detail loci of t
two backbone strands are calculated. The relative exten
as a function of the stretching force is compared with
experimental data. The torque released as the dsDNA
winds upon stretching is also calculated.

II. ZZO MODEL WITH BENDING AND BASEPAIR
INTERACTION

In the ZZO model, the backbones are regarded as
inextensible wormlike chains each characterized by a~phe-
nomenological! bending rigidityk.17,18 The energy of a ds-
DNA is ~with notationẋ[ dx/ds),17,18

EBS5E
0

L

@ 1
2 k ṫ1

21 1
2 k ṫ2

21r~w!#ds

5E
0

L

@k ṫ21kẇ21V~w!#ds, ~1!

V~w!5
k sin4 w

R2 1r~w!,

where t, t1 , and t2 are the tangential vectors of the centr
axis and two backbones, respectively,s is the arclength of
the backbone,L is the total contour length of the backbon
R is the half-length of the lateral distance between two ba
bones. In the model each basepair is regard as a rigid ro
R is a constant and relative sliding of the two backbones
not considered, i.e., the basepair rod is thought to be per
dicular to both backbones.30 w is called the folding angle and
is equal to the half of the rotational angle fromt1 to t2 ~see
Fig. 2!. w can vary in the range~2p/2, 1p/2!, with w.0
corresponding to right-handed rotations and hence rig
handed double-helical configurations andw,0 correspond-
ing to left-handed ones. Note that in this model1

2(t11t2)
Þt. Instead,

ṙ5 1
2 ~ t11t2!5t cosw, ~2!

FIG. 2. Schematic representation of a double-stranded DNA molecule o
ZZO model. The right part demonstrates the definition ofw on the localt–n
plane, wheret, t1 , and t2 are, respectively, the tangential vectors of th
central axis and the two backbones;r22r152Rb; w is the folding angle.
The unit vectorn5b3t is perpendicular to thet–b plane.
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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11191J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 118, No. 24, 22 June 2003 Stretching a double-stranded DNA
wherer5 1
2(r11r2) is the position vector of the central axi

Equation ~2! indicates that cosw measures the extent t
which the backbones are ‘‘folded’’ with respect to the cent
axis. In the model,R510.5•0.34 nm•^tanw&f50 /(2p), where
^ & f 50 denotes the average under no external force.

The asymmetric base-stacking interactionsr~w! origi-
nate from the weak van der Waals attraction between
polar groups in adjacent nucleotide basepairs and are us
described by the Lennard-Jones form,1,17,18

r~w!5H e

r 0
F S c0

cosw D 12

22S c0

cosw D 6G ~w.0! ,

e

r 0
~c0

1222c0
6! ~w<0!,

~3!

where r 050.34/̂ cosw&f50 nm is the backbone arclengt
between adjacent bases,c0 is a parameter related to th
equilibrium distance between a DNA dimer.e is the base-
stacking intensity which is generally base-sequence spec1

As an approximation,e can be taken as a consta
(514.0kBT) from the average value of quantum
mechanically calculations on all the different DNA dimers1

The asymmetric base-stacking potential Eq.~3! ensures a
relaxed DNA to take on a right-handed double-helix config
ration ~i.e., theB-form! with its folding angle cosw;c0 at
low temperatures. Express all lengths in units ofR, i.e., s̃

[s/R andL̃[L/R, the energy in Eq.~1! can be scaled to the
dimensionless form

ẼBS[EBSR/k5E
0

L̃
@ ṫ21ẇ21Ṽ~w!#ds̃, ~4!

where

Ṽ~w![sin4 w1 r̃~w!, ~5!

and

r̃~w!5H gF S c0

cosw D 12

22S c0

cosw D 6G ~w.0! ,

g~c0
1222c0

6! ~w<0!,

~6!

with g[eR2/(kr 0). With the understanding that all quant
ties are properly scaled to the dimensionless quantities, t˜
can be dropped from now on unless otherwise stated. W
the unit vector t[~sinu cosf,sinu sinf,cosu! as in the
spherical coordinate system and for a forcef5 f ẑ acting in
the z-direction, the energy in the ZZO model can be writt
as

EBS5E
0

L

~ u̇21sin2 uḟ21ẇ21V~w!

22b cosw cosu!ds, ~7!

where b[ f R2/2k is the dimensionless force. Minimizin
EBS leads to the Euler–Lagrange equations,

ü2sinu cosuḟ22b cosw sinu50, ~8!

sin2 uḟ5constant, ~9!
Downloaded 22 Sep 2009 to 163.13.32.114. Redistribution subject to AIP
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ẅ2
V8~w!

2
2b sinw cosu50, ~10!

and the boundary conditions~BCs! at the chain ends,

u~0!5uo , f~0!5fo , w~0!5wo , ~11!

u̇~L !5ḟ~L !5ẇ~L !50. ~12!

The BC of ḟ(L)50 implies the constant50 and hence
f(s)5fo , i.e., the locus of the central axis lies within
plane. Thus Eq.~8! reduces to

ü2b cosw sinu50. ~13!

From the solution oft(s) andw(s), the loci of the two
strands of the DNA can be obtained from

r1,2~s!5E
0

s

t~s8!cosw~s8!ds86b~s!, ~14!

where the unit vectorb~2b! connects the central axis to th
first ~second! strand, withr ~0!50 taken as the origin.b sat-
isfies the 333 system of first order linear differential equa
tions

ḃ5sinwt3b ~15!

with the initial conditionb(0)5bo . The differential equa-
tions can be written in matrix form as

db

ds
5sinw~s!A~s!b, ~16!

where

A5S 0 2cosu sinu sinf

cosu 0 2sinu cosf

2sinu sinf sinu cosf 0
D . ~17!

The eigenvalues ofA are 0,6 i and are independent ofs, but
the corresponding eigenvectorst, â and â* in general de-
pend ons.

For convenience, we shall denote the average of a qu
tity over the strand by

¯[
1

L E
0

L

¯ds. ~18!

The twist Tw which describes the integrated rotation
the backbone around the central axis in this model is gi
by17,18

Tw5
1

2p E
0

L

sinwds5
L

2p
sinw. ~19!

The writhe of the central axis can also be calculated as18

Wr5
1

2p E
0

L
~ ẑ3t!•

d

ds
~ ẑ1t!

11 ẑ"t
ds

5
1

2p E
0

L sin2 uḟ

11cosu
ds5

1

2p E
0

L

~12cosu!ḟds, ~20!
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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when 11cosuÞ0. For the present case of a pure stretch
force, ḟ50 and so Wr50. In the case of a nonzero extern
twisting torque,37 WrÞ0 and the torque would couple wit
Tw and Wr via the linking number Lk5Tw1Wr.

The extension in the direction of the forceZ is given by

Z5E
0

L

cosw~s!t"ẑds5L cosw cosu. ~21!

The typical parameters~k, c0 and ^cosw&f50) in this
model take the values32 c05cos 57.53°50.5369,^cosw&f50

50.5727 andk/(kBT)553/(2̂ cosw&f50) nm. Using these
values, one hasR.0.811 nm.

III. PROPERTIES OF THE POTENTIAL V„w…

The dimensionless potentialV(w) depends on two di-
mensionless parametersc0 andg[eR2/(kr o). From typical
values of the various parameters,32 c0.0.537, g.0.337,
V(w) has 5 extrema forw in the (2p/2,p/2) region atw50,
w1.0.162 775 43(9.326°),wx.0.889 483 46(50.96°), and
w2.0.961 109 3(55.068°) as shown in Fig. 3.w50 is a spe-
cial singular point withV9(01),0 andV9(02)50, wx is a
local maximum whilew1 and w2 are minima. It will be
shown later that many mechanical properties of the dsD
are governed by the local minima in the long chain limit. T
first derivative ofV can be easily calculated and is a contin
ous function inw in the entire domain,

V8~w!54 sin3 w cosw112g tanwS c0

cosw D 6S S c0

cosw D 6

21D
for w>0, ~22!

while the second term vanishes forw,0.
The minimum atw1 is very shallow from the extremum

at 0 withV(0)2V(w1);631024 while the barrier from the
maximum atwx is high with V(wx)2V(w1);0.17. Thus in
practice, very small energy fluctuations, such as therma
fects or external work will cause the state atw1 to be prac-
tically indistinguishable from the state atw50. Nevertheless
in the case of the present classical mechanical approach

FIG. 3. V(w) with c050.5369 andg50.337. The inset is just a blowup to
show the extrema nearw50 clearly.
Downloaded 22 Sep 2009 to 163.13.32.114. Redistribution subject to AIP
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no fluctuation,w1 is a legitimate minimum. For the mini
mum at w2 , there is an infinite barrier forw.w2 and the
barrier from the wx peak is DV2[V(wx)2V(w2);6
31023. Upon the action of an external work, such
stretching, the barrierDV2 can be lower and will cause
transition to unfold the state~w;0! at a sufficiently large
external work. More explicit details of this phenomenon w
be given in the Sec. IV.

First consider the zero external force case, Eq.~13! be-
comes ü50 with the solutionu(s)5uo under the BCs.
Hence the locus of the central axis of the dsDNA is a strai
line with the direction determined by the initial direction o
the grafting point ats50. The only equation needs to b
solved from Eq.~10! is

2ẅ5V8~w!. ~23!

We can find immediately thatw50, w1 , wx , and w2 are
solutions of Eq.~23!. The special case ofw50 will be dis-
cussed in the next section.w5wx is out of interesting since it
corresponds to the unstable state.w5w1 andw2 are of spe-
cially significance because they provide the asymptotic v
ues of the solution of Eq.~23! as we can see in the following
Also notice thatw5w2 corresponds to theB-form of ds-
DNA. The general solution of Eq.~23! is

s56E
wo

w du

AV~u!2V~wL!
, ~24!

with wL[w(L) to be solved from the improper integral,

L56E
wo

wL du

AV~u!2V~wL!
. ~25!

From the behavior ofV(w) ~see Fig. 3!, one can deduce the
physical range ofwL depends on the four initial range o
values ofwo , as follows:~i! V8<0 for wo in (2p/2,w1),
hence Eqs.~24! and ~25! take the1 sign andwL must lie
inside (wo ,w1). ~ii ! For wo in (w1 ,wx) (V8>0), Eqs.~24!
and~25! take the2 sign andwL in (w1 ,wo). ~iii ! For wo in
(wx ,w2) (V8<0), Eqs.~24! and~25! take the1 sign andwL

in (wo ,w2). ~iv! For wo in (w2 ,p/2) (V8>0), Eqs.~24! and
~25! take the2 sign andwL in (w2 ,wo). In practical situa-
tions, the folding angle at the initial grafting point is usual
not subjected to extra folding or unfolding from its natur
state, therefore in most experimental cases,wo is not far from
w2 and lies in regions~iii ! or ~iv!. Thus in what follows, we
shall consider mostly the case ofwo in regions~iii ! or ~iv!,
but similar analysis will hold for the other two regions. B
fore we proceed to evaluate the improper integral in Eq.~25!,
we shall estimate the order of magnitude of the dimensi
less~in unit of R) DNA backbone lengthL. One easily finds,
under usual experimental situations,L.50 ~DNA length/
,p), where,p is the persistent length of the DNA. Therefo
in most experimental situations,L@1 and theL→` limit is
of practical significance. To findwL in the largeL limit,
consider the following improper integral:

E
wo

w22d du

AV~u!2V~w22d!
, ~26!
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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where d.0 is a small quantity. Forwo in region ~iii !, the
dominant part of the above integral can be obtained b
systematic expansion as

2A w22wo2d

2V8~w22d! F12
V9~w22d!

12V8~w22d!
~w22wo2d!1 ¯ G

52A w22wo

dV9~w2! F11
w22wo

12d
1 ¯ G .

This integral diverges asd→0 and hence it follows that a
L→`, wL→w2

2 . Similarly, for wo in regions~iv!, ~i!, and
~ii !, wL approachesw2

1 , w1
2 , w1

1 , respectively, asL→`.
For general given values ofL, wL is solved numerically from
the nonlinear equation~25!. Figure 4 displays the variation
of wL as a function ofL for various initial values ofwo . As
shown,wL indeed approaches the constant value ofw2(w1)
as L becomes large in regions~iii ! and ~iv! @~i! and ~ii !#.
Figure 5~a! showsw(s) for finite L and Figs. 5~b! and 5~c!
displayw(s) with L→` for various initial values ofwo that
correspond to the four regions. In practice,wo;w2 and thus
wL.w2 for L@1. Therefore, from the equation of motio
ẇ25V(w)2V(w2), w must be confined in the allowed re

FIG. 4. wL solved from Eq.~25! as a function ofL for the zero force case
with various initial values ofwo . ~a! wo in regions~i! and ~ii !, wL→w1

.9.326°. ~b! wo in regions~iii ! and ~iv!, wL→w2.55.068°.
Downloaded 22 Sep 2009 to 163.13.32.114. Redistribution subject to AIP
a

gime with V(w)>V(w2), as depicted in Fig. 6. In most ex
perimental situations at room temperatures, sincekBTR/k
;0.018 which is appreciably less thanLDV2 ~since L
@100 in experiments!, the DNA will remain in the statew2

if it is initial near this state. This again justifies our classic
mechanic approach of neglecting thermal fluctuations in
region.

Loci of the two strands: Since forb50, t(s)5to

FIG. 5. w(s) for various initial values ofwo . ~a! for L510 and~b! L→`
~c! also forL→` but for wo553° and 60°.
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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[(sinuo cosfo ,sinuo sinfo ,cosuo) is a constant, the matrix
A is also a constant with eigenvalues 0,i and 2 i and the
corresponding normalized eigenvectors areto , â, and â* ,
respectively. Definingj(s)[*0

sds8 sinw(s8) and write

â5~axe
ihx,aye

ihy,aze
ihz!, ~27!

whereax
21ay

21az
251 and theh’s are known, the genera

solution ofb is given by

b5Cto1B~ax cos@j~s!1hx1d#,ay cos@j~s!1hy1d#,

az cos@j~s!1hz1d#!, ~28!

where the constantsC, B, and d are to be determined
from the initial condition of bo . For large L and s@1,
j(s).sinw2s ~or sinw1s, depending on the value ofwo),
and b rotates along the central axis with a fixed frequen
of sinw2. A convenient choice ofbo would be ~1,0,0!.
For example, if to5(0,0,1) ~i.e., uo50), then b(s)
5@cosj(s),sinj(s),0#. Figure 7 shows a long dsDNA in it
B-form at two different initial folding angles. For low value
of wo , the double helix has a large pitch, the realistic ca
resembles the configuration depicted with awo;53° – 56°. It
should be noted that in Refs. 17 and 18 only the ground s
eigenvalues and eigenfunction can be calculated numeric
in practice and hence only quantities average over the w
chain can be calculated. But our present classical mecha
approach can compute the detail structural configuration
the dsDNA.

IV. SOME SPECIAL CASES

A. Vanishing folding at the grafting point: woÄ0

This is the case that corresponds to parallel grafting
two strands, witht1(0)5t2(0). In this case, the solution ofw
is trivial

w~s!50, ~29!

and the differential equation foru reduces to

ü5b sinu, u~0!5uo , u̇~L !50. ~30!

FIG. 6. Close up ofV(w) near the minimum atw2 showing the allowed
region forw in theL→` limit. The dotted horizontal line indicates the valu
of V(wL).V(w2).
Downloaded 22 Sep 2009 to 163.13.32.114. Redistribution subject to AIP
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As can be easily seen that the solution ofu reduces to the
same solution of the wormlike chain~WLC! model of a
chain of bending stiffness 2k under a forcef ~Ref. 33! ~see
Appendix!, with

A2bs5E
uo

u du

AcosuL2cosu
. ~31!

And the solution can be put in the analytic closed form38 as

u~s!52 cos21@ksn~F~zo ,k!1bs,k!#, ~32!

wherek[cos(uL/2) , sinzo5(1/k)cos(uo/2) , F and sn are the
elliptic function of the first kind and Jacobian elliptic sin
function, respectively.k[cos(uL/2) is solved from the
boundary condition at thes5L end,

K~k!5F~zo ,k!1bL, ~33!

whereK is the complete elliptic function of the first kind.

B. uoÄwoÄ0

This case corresponds to grafting both strands paralle
f. One gets the trivial solution of

u~s!50, w~s!50, ~34!

independent of the lengthL.

FIG. 7. Segments of double stranded DNA under no force for two differ
values ofwo530°~left! andwo553°~right!. The dark line denotes the cen
tral axis.uo50°, L5`.
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C. to parallel to f: uoÄ0, but woÅ0

In this case,

u~s!50, ~35!

ẅ2 1
2 V8~w!2b sinw50, w~0!5wo , ẇ~L !50.

~36!

Defining the effective potential of the DNA under a stretc
ing force as

U~w![V~w!22b cosw, ~37!

the differential equation inw can be solved in a similar wa
as in the f 50 case~see Sec. IV! with U replacingV, by
evaluating the integral

s56E
wo

w du

AU~u!2U~wL!
, ~38!

and wL[w(L) is obtained by solving it from the imprope
integral,

L56E
wo

wL du

AU~u!2U~wL!
. ~39!

Or w(s) can also be numerically solved directly from th
second-order o.d.e., by the shooting method to match
BCs atL.

Much insight about the stretching transition of the DN
from theB-form to theS-form can be gained by considerin
the properties of the effective potentialU(w) asb increases.
Figure 8 displaysU(w) for various stretching forces. It ca
be easily seen thatw50 is always an extremum forU. For
very low values ofb, U still has two minima nearw1 , w2

and one maximum nearwx with their values being dependen
on b. As b increases, the value ofw1 decreases and atb
.0.0475,w1 coincides with the extremum at 0 and the e
tremum atw50 becomes a minimum. At the same time,w2

decreases andwx increases asb increases and eventuall

FIG. 8. U(w) with c050.5369 andg50.337 for different values of the
stretching forceb.
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these two extrema annihilate atw t whenb5b t whereb t and
w t can be obtained from the conditionsU9(w t)5U8(w t)
50. One easily finds the threshold dimensionless force to
b t50.076 352 andw t50.932 461. Forb.b t , U(w) has
only one minimum atw50, the unfold state. The transitio
from the folded state to the unfold state occurs atb t for this
uo50 case, which corresponds tof ;45 pN which is not far
from the threshold of;65 pN as observed in force exper
ments~in which uo is not known!. Furthermore, because ou
approach ignores thermal fluctuation effects which may s
has some contributions to the elasticity near the onse
transition in real experiments, indeed the threshold force
culated in our approach is slightly less than in experiments
expected. Figure 9 shows the solution ofw(s) for forces
below and above the transition for a DNA ofL510 with
uo50. For b,b t the whole DNA is still folded withw(s)
.wo , but for b.b t , w(s) rapidly decreases withs indicat-
ing the DNA gets unfolded by the external force and t
degree of unfolding is more near the DNA end where
external force is applied.

V. UNDER A STRETCHING FORCE „bÌ0…

A. Small force

Before we proceed with the numerical solution, one c
estimate the order of magnitude of the dimensionless forcb
in most current experimental situations. For nowadays
periments using micromechanics and optical/magnetic tw
zers working with DNA, f is around the pN range, with
f /pN;0.1 to 100. And with the typical values ofR and k,
one hasb.1.831023( f /pN). Thus in most experimenta
conditions,b;0.001 to 0.1, i.e.,b!1 is quite well satisfied
in most cases. Therefore, it makes sense to consider pe
bation around theb50 solution. For smallb, one expects
u(s)5uo2bQ(s) and w(s)5w (o)(s)2bF(s), where
w (o)(s) satisfies Eq.~23!. Substituting to Eqs.~10! and~13!,
one gets

Q̈2bQ cosw (o) cosuo1cosw (o) sinuo50, ~40!

FIG. 9. w(s) for different stretching forcesb for uo50° and wo553°.
L510.
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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F̈2
F

2
V9~w (o)!1sinw (o) cosuo50, ~41!

with the boundary conditions Q(0)5Q8(L)5F(0)
5F8(L)50. The equations become decoupled and each
be solved more easily. However, the main purpose here is
to obtain the numerical solutions forF(s) andQ(s), rather
the behavior ofF(s) can give some insight on the linea
extension coefficient of the dsDNA. Unlike the inextensib
WLC model, the dsDNA in ZZO model can be extended
unfolding the folding anglew upon a stretching force. In th
simplest case of stretching the DNA along the initial grafti
direction, i.e.,uo50, the extension along the force directio
relative to the zero force case is~hereL is the contour length
and the dimensionless contour is written explicitly asL/R)

Z

L
2S Z

L D
f 50

5bF sinw (o). ~42!

Hence the linear extension coefficient@1/~force constant!# is

1

force constant
5

R2L

2k
F sinw (o);

R2L

2k
for uo50,

~43!

where F sinw(o) is the integral average in the region
@0,L#. The leading scaling behavior can be estimated in
L@1 case, sinceF sinw(o);2 sin2 w2 cosuo /V9(w2) for wo in
regions~iii ! and ~iv! @for regions~i! and ~ii !, w2→w1]. Al-
though V9(w2) and w2 has some dependence onR2/k
throughg @see Eq.~5!#, the dependence onL andk is much
weaker than theR2L/(2k) factor. Thus one has the leadin
scaling behavior in Eq.~43!.

B. Solution of u„s … and w„s …

For given values ofb andL and general initial valuesuo

and wo , u(s) and w(s) are solved numerically using th
finite difference plus the shooting method. For givenuo and
wo , one variesu̇(0) andẇ(0) until the boundary conditions
u̇(L)5ẇ(L)50 are satisfied. Extra caution has to be tak
especially in the largeL case since one can run into nume
cal instability. Figure 10 shows the solutions ofu(s) and
w(s) for given L andwo for various values ofb. Again the
DNA remains highly folded withw(s).wo for forces below
the transition, but becomes unfolded rapidly along the D
chain from the initial end for stretching forces greater th
the threshold. The bending angleu(s) all decreases from the
initial end for nonzero external force showing the DNA
aligned by the force. Larger decrease in theu(s) curve oc-
curs as the external force increases across the transitio
dicating that the DNA is relatively easier to bend in t
S-form. Figure 11 shows the configurations of the dsDN
under two different stretching forces below and above
threshold value. The dsDNA gets untwisted considerably
the pure stretching force above the threshold. Such untw
ing will give rise to a torque and cause the DNA to rota
about its central axis.

Figure 12 shows the twist of the DNA as calculated
Eq. ~19! with uo510° andL510 as a function of the stretch
ing force. Tw decreases with increasingb as expected and
Downloaded 22 Sep 2009 to 163.13.32.114. Redistribution subject to AIP
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sharp drop occurs at the threshold force of aboutb.0.075
which is not far from the threshold value (b t50.076 352) in
the uo50 case. The value of Tw decreases from about
turn to 0.4 turn and the DNA unwinds with a rotation o
about 320°~for L510). Thus the dsDNA undergoes a se
untwist of aboutDTw/L;20.09 across the transition from
its B-form to S-form. The mean angle from the force dire
tion ū as a function ofb is shown in Fig. 13.ū decreases
with increasing stretching force indicating that the DNA
more aligned by a stronger force. However the drop inū is
less prominent near the transition.

C. Relative extension

The most common quantity measured in force expe
ments is the relative extension of the DNA, defined asZ/Lo ,
whereZ is the end-to-end distance along the direction of
force andLo is the contour length of theB-form under no
force. In the present modelLo is just the contour length o
the central axis, withLo5(*0

L cosw(s)ds)f50. The relative
extension is given by

FIG. 10. ~a! w(s) for different stretching forcesb. uo510°, wo553°, and
L510. ~b! u(s) with the same parameters as in~a!.
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Z

Lo
5

cosw cosu

coswu f 50

~44!

which in general is dependent on the initial values
(wo ,uo) and the lengthL. Figure 14 shows the relative ex

FIG. 11. DNA double helix under a reduced stretching force ofb50.073
~left! andb50.075~right!. (uo510°,wo553°). L510.

FIG. 12. The twist of the DNA as a function ofb for different values of
(uo ,wo). L510.
Downloaded 22 Sep 2009 to 163.13.32.114. Redistribution subject to AIP
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tension versus the scaled forceb for L510. The experimen-
tal data is also shown in the inset for comparison. Our res
show an increase of about 1.65 times in the relative ext
sion across the transition and appears to be not sensitiv
the initial values of (wo ,uo). In the limit of L→`,
coswuf50→cosw2(cosw1) if wo lies in regions~iii ! and ~iv!
@~i! and ~ii !#. In the strong force limitcosw cosu→1, then
Z/Lo.1/cosw2.1.7 which is good agreement with exper
mental results of about 1.65. The slightly larger value in o
prediction is due to the fact that the~weak! thermal entropic
effects ignored in our approach would cause the DNA to
less extensible.

D. Self-unwinding and torque associated
with the B\S transition

As the dsDNA is stretched from theB-form to S-form, it
also undergoes a self-untwisting and the amount of untw
ing can be estimated in the largeL limit using Eq. ~19! to
give

FIG. 13. Average angle,ū, from the force direction as a function ofb for
different values of (uo ,wo)5(10°,53°) andL510.

FIG. 14. Relative extension as a function ofb for (uo ,wo)5(0°,53°) and
L510. The inset is a replot of Fig. 1 using the dimensionless forceb.
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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DTw/L;2sinw t /~2p!;20.13, ~45!

which corresponds toDTw/Lo;20.13/ cosw2;280°, or
translate back to;100° per nm of central DNA axis length
i.e., it amounts to an self-untwisting of;34°/bp, which in
dicates that the dsDNA is almost fully untwisted across
the B→S transition (1 rev./10.5 bp534.3°/bp). Current
fluorensence experimental techniques can measure this
twisting.

The amount of work, or torque released across theB
→S transition upon stretching the dsDNA can also be e
mated in our approach. The change in energy associated
the transition can be calculated as follows: With our loss
generality, we take theuo50 as the initial grafted condition
then from Eqs.~36! and ~37! with the effective potential
U(w), one has

E5E
0

L

@ẇ21U~w!ds#. ~46!

Thus the minimized energy,Emin is given by

Emin

L
5

2

L E
0

L

U~w!ds2U~wL!. ~47!

In the L@1 case nearb5b t , wL.w t in the B state while
wL;0 in theS state. Thus the decrease in energy across
B→S transition is

DE

L
.U~w t!2U~0!5V~w t!12b t~12cosw t!. ~48!

Plug in the values ofb t and w t , one getsDE/L.0.2117.
The mean torqueḠ is given by the ratio ofDE to the amount
untwisted. Using the above result for the self untwist in E
~45! and expressing the final result back to dimensio
units, one finally gets

Ḡ5
k

R
cscw t~V~w t!12b t~12cosw t!!. ~49!

Using typical values of the paremeters ofR.0.811 nm and
k, one hasḠ;60 pN nm. This value is consistent with th
recent fluorescence experiment of DNA rotating during tr
sciption by RNA polymerase,34 which reported a lower limit
of the mean torque of;5 pN nm as the DNA rotates.

VI. DISCUSSIONS AND OUTLOOK

In this paper, we obtained the detail structural inform
tion on the transition from theB-form to theS-form dsDNA
using the classical mechanics approach. Our approach w
rather well due to the fact that thermal fluctuations is re
tively weak when the DNA is in itsB-form: it is already
quite straight and hence entropic effects can be safely
nored. Differential equations governing the shape of the
DNA can be derived and in some situations allow for so
valuable analytical results. The loci of the dsDNA can
explicitly calculated. The extension-force results agree ra
well with experimental data, with an excellent agreement
1.7 times of increase of extension in the transition of
B-form to the S-form. It is worth to note that molecula
mechanics simulations of a dsDNA under stress6,35 also re-
Downloaded 22 Sep 2009 to 163.13.32.114. Redistribution subject to AIP
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vealed that the double helix unwinds upon stretching if b
38 ends are being pulled, and a plateau in the force-exten
curve qualitatively similar to Fig. 14 is also obtained. In o
calculations, the threshold force for the onset of transition
predicted to be about 45 pN which is about 20% less than
observed in experiments, and this discrepancy is believe
be mainly due to the neglect of entropic elasticity and
unknown grafting condition of the initial end (uo andwo) in
experiments. The most valuable information in the pres
study is to show that the sharp rise in extension is a fi
order transition. The nature of this transition can be summ
rized by the effective potential as shown in Fig. 8~even
though it is for the case ofuo50). The physical picture is
that of the energy barrier being removed as the exte
stretching is beyond the threshold force, which results i
first-order phase transition. The basic mechanism is sim
to the first-order transition in unwinding a collapse h
mopolymer in a poor solvent by an external force.36 We an-
ticipate that for the realistic case of a DNA which is a he
eropolymer and the attractive interactions may vary
strength for different basepairs, the sharp first-order natur
the transition would remain to be true. The key point is d
to the short-range nature of the attractive interactions
adjacent basepair planes along the DNA. As the tens
along the DNA is increased by the stretching force, the
tractions are overcome for sufficiently large forces and
separation between the basepair planes is increased. S
the basepair plane attractions are all short-ranged, once
separation is beyond the range of attraction, the resto
force disappears and the DNA will be stretched abrup
Across theB→S transition, the dsDNA also undergoes
self-untwisting of;34° per bp which indicates an almo
complete unwinding of the orginalB-DNA. This large un-
twisting would give rise to a torque that can be used in DN
motor design and theB→S transition thus provides a switc
for such a motor. This large untwisting would coup
strongly to an external torque applied to the DNA end37 and
result in supercoiling/uncoiling. Current experimental tec
niques should be able to measure this large amount of
twisting. Our classical mechanical approach can include
effect of applying an external torque and differential equ
tions can also be derived. Left-handedZ-form DNA can be
produced upon the action of a sufficiently negative torq
These results will be published elsewhere.37 Hysterisis is ex-
pected if the stretching/releasing rate of the force is f
enough because of the first-order nature of theB to S tran-
sition. If the dsDNA is brought to the metastable state,
dynamics of the chain returning to its equilibrium configur
tion is expected to be hindered by the activation barrier. T
corresponding dynamic responses of the dsDNA un
stresses is very interesting and it will be investigated in
framework of the present model in our future studies.
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APPENDIX: WORMLIKE CHAIN MODEL

The WLC model regards a dsDNA molecule as a slen
cylindrical elastic rod with a fixed contour lengthL with the
energy,

EWLC5E
0

LFk2 S dt

dsD
2

2f"tGds, ~A1!

where k is the bending stiffness. Taking the coordina
system with f5 f ẑ and t[(sinu cosf,sinu sinf,cosu),
minimizing EWLC for given initial t(0)
5(sinuo cosfo ,sinuo sinfo ,cosuo), one arrives at the equa
tions,

ü2sinu cosuḟ22~ f /k!sinu50, ~A2!

sin2 uḟ5constant, ~A3!

with boundary conditionsu(0)5uo , f(0)5fo , and u̇(L)
5ḟ(L)50. The solution is easily obtained to bef(s)5fo

and

A2 f

k
s5E

uo

u du

AcosuL2cosu
, ~A4!

whereuL[u(L) is obtained by solving

A2 f

k
L5E

uo

uL du

AcosuL2cosu
. ~A5!

More details of the solution of the WLC model can be fou
in Ref. 33.

Defining k[cos(uL/2) and transforming variables wit
cos(u/2) 5k sinz, the exact solution can be put into th
closed form,38

cos
u~s!

2
5k snFF~zo ,k!1A f

k
s,kG , ~A6!

where sinzo5cos(uo/2)/k. And k[cos(uL/2) is solved from
the boundary condition at thes5L end,

K~k!2F~zo ,k!5A f

k
L, ~A7!

whereK is the complete elliptic function of the first kind.
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